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T.S. C/No. 29/2011 

               Dated: 25.10.2019

  

 

IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO. 1 AT TINSUKIA  

DISTRICT-TINSUKIA 

Title Suit Case No. 29/2011 

 

Present: Zafreena Begum, L.L.M., A.J.S 

Munsiff No. 1, Tinsukia 

1. SRI RAMCHANDRA VERMA, 

S/O. Late Ramdeo Verma, 

A resident of Chandmari Bengali 

Gaon, Makum Junction, P.O. & P.S. Makum, 

District Tinsukia, (Assam) 

…………………     Plaintiff 

 -VERSUS- 

1. SRI GONARAM GORH  

(i)SMT. KONKA DEVI GORH 

Wife of Late Gunaram Gorh 

 (ii) SRI PARSHURAM GORH 

(iii)SRI PRADIP GORH 

Both are sons of Late Gunaram Gorh 

(iv) SMTI. GEETA GORH 

Daughter of Late Gunaram Gorh 

All are the residents of Chandmari Bengali Gaon,  

Makum Junction, 

P.O. & P.S. Makum, District Tinsukia (Assam) 

2. SRI DURGA GORH 

S/O Late Lathiram Gorh, 
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Resident of Chandmari Bangali Gaon, Makum Junction, 

P.O. & PW Makum, District Tinsukia (Assam) 

3. SRI SAMARU GORH 

S/O. Sri Jugeshwar Gorh 

A resident of Chandmari Bengali Gaon, Makum Junction, 

 P.O. & P.S. Makum, District Tinsukia (Assam) 

...................  Defendants 

This suit coming on for final hearing on 30.09.2019 in the presence of: 

Sri Pawan Agarwal: Advocate for the plaintiff; and 

Sri M.S. Alley: Advocate for the defendants. 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following judgment. 

 

   

JUDGMENT 

1. This is a suit for declarations, cancellation of sale deed, specific performance of 

contract, injunctions and other reliefs etc.  

 

Condescendence of the plaint in brief 

2.  The facts leading to the institution of this suit as averred in the plaint is that the 

plaintiff has been in continuous physical possession and occupation of a plot of land 

for more than 15 years measuring 2 Bigha Katha 18 Lessas covered by Dag No. 372 

appertaining to periodic patta No. 82, situated at Lessenga Bengali Gaon, Mouza 

Hapjan within Doom Dooma Revenue Circle in the District of Tinsukia. During the 

pendency of the suit, the original defendant no.1, i.e. Gunaram Gorh expired and his 

legal heirs were impleaded as defendant no.1 (i) to (iv) in place of original defendant 

no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased). It is pertinent to mention here that the Court 

of my learned predecessor vide order dated 18.02.2016 allowed substitution of the 

legal heirs of deceased defendant no.1 and directed to insert the names of newly 

impleaded legal heirs of defendant no.1 as defendant no.1 (i) to 1(iv), but no order 

has been made for filing amended plaint, but without any order of the Court the 

plaintiff has filed amended plaint after substitution of the legal heirs of deceased 
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defendant no.1 and hence the amended plaint which is seen tagged with the case 

record is not considered by the Court as the same is not reflected in any orders in 

the case record. The plaintiff averred that the suit land is the only source of 

livelihood of the plaintiff and his family members who are enjoying the same by 

cultivating and raising crops thereon. It is also averred that on 31/05/2010 original 

defendant Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) and defendant no.2, Sri Durga Gorh 

entered into a written agreement to sale with the plaintiff  on consideration of Rs. 

1,90,000 for sale of the suit land and the plaintiff paid Rs. 1,00,000 jointly to the 

defendant no. 2 and original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased). It is 

also averred that original defendant no.1 Late Gunaram Gorh(since deceased) and 

the defendant no. 2 also covenanted with the plaintiff that the formal Deed of Sale 

shall be executed and registered after obtaining necessary Land Sale-Purchase 

Permission from the competent authorities as required under the law of the land 

within one year from the date of execution of the said agreement for sale dated 

31/05/2011 at their own cost and expenses, without claiming the same from the 

plaintiff. It is also stated that plaintiff on 8/04/2011 paid another sum of Rs. 50,000 

(rupees fifty thousand) only to original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since 

deceased) and the defendant no. 2 in cash on request of the said original defendant 

no.1 late Gunaram Gorh and the defendant no. 2 in addition to the earlier 

advance/earnest money paid to them as on 31/05/2011. The plaintiff paid in total a 

sum of Rs. 1,50,000 (rupees one lakh fifty thousand) only to Gunaram Gorh (since 

deceased) and the defendant No. 2 in respect of the Suit land as advance amount by 

keeping in balance a very nominal amount. It is also averred that on in April,2011 

the defendant no. 3 came to the plaintiff and asked him to suit land as the same has 

been purchased from defendant no. 2 and from original defendant no.1 Gunaram 

Gorh (since deceased). It is further stated that plaintiff came to know that original 

defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) and the defendant no. 2 have sold 

the suit land vide registered deed of sale being deed no. 1066 of 2010 executed 

before the office of the Sr. Sub- Register, Tinsukia on 02/09/2010 after obtaining 

due land Sale-Purchase Permission from the Office of the Deputy Commissioner, 

Tinsukia District vide no. TSK/LSP/530/2010/Tsk. 450 dated 24/05/2010. The 

plaintiff further came to know that the defendant no. 6 has also got his name 

mutated in the Revenue Records of Right in respect of the suit land on the strength 

of the said sale deed. The plaintiff also averred that he is ready and willing to 

purchase the suit land by paying the balance amount of sale consideration i.e. Rs. 
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40,000 to the defendant no. 1 (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and 2. Hence, he filed the suit for 

specific performance of contract and cancellation of sale deed in favour of defendant 

no. 3.  

 

 

PRAYER OF THE PLAINTIFF 

 

a) For Judgment and Decree in form of Declaration that the agreement for sale dated 

31/05/2010 is operative, subsisting and enforceable in law against the defendant No. 

1 and 2 and the plaintiff is entitled for specific performance of the terms and 

conditions of the said Agreement. 

b) A Judgment and Decree for Specific Performance of Contract by the defendant No. 1 

and 2 in respect of the suit land unto and in favour of the plaintiff in pursuance to 

the Agreement for Sale dated 31/05/2010 made an executed between the plaintiff 

and the defendant no.1 and defendant No. 2. 

c) For Judgment and Decree in the form of Declaration that the plaintiff is lawfully 

entitled to remain and continue in possession of the suit land and to occupy, use and 

enjoy the same until evicted in due process of law. 

d)  For Judgment and Decree in the form of Declaration that the Registered Deed of Sale 

being No. 1066 of 2010 dated 02/09/2010 executed by the defendant No.1 and 2 in 

favour of the defendant No. 3 before the Sr. Sub-Registrar at Tinsukia is in-operative, 

bad in law, void, not enforceable in law. 

e) A Judgment and Decree in shape of Declaration for Cancellation of Registered Deed of 

Sale being No. 1066 of 2010 dated 02/09/2010 executed by the defendant No.1 and 

defendant No. 2 in favour of the defendant No. 3 before the Sr. Sub-Registrar at 

Tinsukia in respect of the suit land as being bad in law, void and not enforceable. 

f) A Judgment and Decree in the shape of Declaration that the Mutation of the 

defendant No. 3 in respect of the suit land on strength of the aforesaid Deed of Sale 

No. 1066 of 2010 vide order of the Circle Officer, Doom Dooma Revenue Circle dated 

30/11/2010 is liable to be cancelled. 

g) For Grant of Perpetual Injunction restraining the defendants, their men, agents, 

servants, workers, labourers, employees and all other person or persons claiming 

through or in trust of the defendants from causing or cause to be one any 

disturbance, obstruction, nuisance and interference in peaceful physical possession, 
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occupation, use and enjoyment of the suit land by the plaintiff until evicted by due 

process of law; 

h) For Grant of Perpetual Injunction restraining the defendants from alienating, 

transferring or disposing off the suit land or any part thereof by whatsoever modes 

and from changing the nature and character of the suit land during the pendency as 

well as till and after final disposal of this suit. 

i) Issue of percept to the office of the Sr. Sub-Registrar, Tinsukia for cancellation of Sale 

Deed No. 1066 of 2010 dated 02/09/2010 executed by the defendant No.1 and the 

defendant No.2  in favour of the defendant No. 3 in respect of the suit land 

j) Issue of percept to the Deputy Commissioner, Tinsukia District for cancellation of 

mutation of defendant No. 3 in the revenue records in respect of the suit land and 

correction of records accordingly. 

k) Cost of the suit; and  

l) Any other relief or reliefs as the plaintiff is found to be entitled in law and equity. 

 

APPEARANCE OF THE DEFENDANTS 

 

3.  Accordingly summons were issued to the defendants and it appears from the case 

record that summons have been duly served upon the defendants. The defendant 

no. 1 and 3 filed written statement and contested the suit. The suit proceeded 

exparte against defendant no. 2 vide order dated 29/09/2012. Defendant no. 1 

expired and his legal heirs were substituted as defendant no. 1 (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) 

vide order dated 18/02/2016. After duly receiving summons the defendant no. 1 (i), 

(ii), (iii) and (iv) did not turn up to contest the suit and suit proceeded exparte 

against them vide order dated 14/09/2016.  

 

CASE OF DEFENDANTS  

4. It is averred that the original defendant no.1 Sri Gunaram Gorh (since deceased ) 

filed his written statement dated 19.11.2011, which is accepted by the Court of my 

learned predecessor and defendant no.3 has also raised objection by filing written 

statement. In the written statement of original defendant no.1 he has averred that 

the suit of the plaintiff is maintainable and admitted that the plaintiff has been 

continuously  possessing, occupying, enjoying and using the suit land for the last 

more than 15 years with the consent, knowledge and without any objection from 

original defendant no. 1 Sri Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) and defendant no.2 Sri 
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Durga Gorh. Original defendant no.1 also admitted that on 31/05/2010 entered into 

a written agreement for sale with the plaintiff and received Rs.1,00,000/- from the 

plaintiff and also admitted that he received Rs.50,000/- from the plaintiff in addition 

to the earlier receipt. The original defendant no.1 Sri Gunaram Gorh (since 

deceased) has stated that in his written statement that the registered sale deed 

being Deed No.1066 of 2010 dated 02/09/2010 of Sub Registry Office, Tinsukia in 

respect of the suit land by him and defendant no.2 in favour of defendant no.3 at a 

consideration price of Rs.1,20,000/- is absolutely false, fabricated and forged 

document and that the original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) does 

not admit and accept the same to be signed and executed by him and hence 

challenged the validity, legality and trueness of such forged sale deed. The original 

defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) stated that he never went to the 

office of the Senior Sub Registrar, Tinsukia for executing any sale deed in favour of 

defendant no.3. 

 

5.   The defendant no.3 , Samaru Gorh in his written statement has stated that the 

suit is not maintainable in law and facts. It is vehemently denied that the suit land is 

continuously in physical possession and occupation of the plaintiff for more than 15 

years and denied that plaintiff deposited land revenue from 1987 to 1998 of the suit 

land. Defendant no.3 also denied the agreement to  sale of the suit land, which is 

Ext.1. The defendant no.3 contended that by virtue of a registered deed of sale no. 

1066 of 2010 of Tinsukia Sub-Registry duly purchased the suit land at a 

consideration of Rs.1,20,000/- from original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since 

deceased) and defendant no.2. It is also contended that after obtaining necessary 

sale permission from the Office of the Deputy Commissioner, Tinsukia and then after 

coming into possession of the suit land got the land duly mutated and corrected in 

the revenue records and thereby paying land revenue on 08/12/2010 for the period 

of 2010-11. It is also contended that although the plaintiff casually cultivated the suit 

land after coming into an agreement with defendant no.2 by way of “Adhiar/ Baghi 

system”, the plaintiff was never in continuous possession for more than 15 years by 

cultivating and the defendant no.3 alleged that the plaintiff was never a true 

cultivator and rather he is vegetable vendor running his shop at Makum Sunday haat 

for his livelihood. It is also contended by defendant no.3 that the concerned Revenue 

department through their Lat Mandal after spot verification recommended for 

issuance of land sale permission and accordingly land sale permission was granted by 
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DC Tinsukia on 24/05/2010, the land in question being free from all encumbrances 

and the sale was completed by way of registration before the Sr. Sub Registrar, 

Tinsukia.  

 

ISSUES 

 

6. On the basis of the pleadings of the parties my learned predecessor framed the 

following issues. 

 

1) Whether there is a cause of action of this suit? 

2) Whether the plaintiff has been in physical possession of the suit 

land since last 15 years with due knowledge and consent of the 

defendant No. 1 and 2? 

3) Whether on 31/05/2010 the defendant No. 1 and 2 entered into an 

agreement to sell the suit land mentioned in the plaint with the 

plaintiff on consideration of Rs. 1,90,000/-? 

4) Whether the defendant No. 1 and 2 received the amount of Rs. 

1,00,000/- on 31/05/2010 and Rs. 50,000/- on 08/04/2011 

towards the part payment of the price of the suit land from the 

plaintiff? 

5) Whether the defendant No. 1 and 2 sold the suit land to the 

defendant No. 3 vide registered sale deed No. 1066 of 2010 dated 

02/09/2010 during the subsistence of the agreement to sell the suit 

land to the plaintiff? 

6) Whether the sale deed No. 1066 of 2010 dated 02/09/2010 

executed by the defendant No. 1 and 2 in favour of the defendant 

No. 3 is fraudulent, collussive, not enforceable in law and liable to 

cancelled? 

7) Whether the mutation in the revenue record dated 30/11/2010 of 

the Circle Officer, Doom Dooma revenue circle in pursuance to sale 

deed No. 1066 of 2010 dated 02/09/2010 is void, not enforceable 

and liable to be cancelled? 

8) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get the decree as prayed for? 

9) What are the relief(s) the parties are entitled to? 
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EVIDENCE ADDUCED 

 

7. In support of his case the plaintiff has examined 3 (three) witnesses including 

himself and has exhibited seven numbers of documents. It is pertinent to mention 

that although plaintiff has given evidence of one PW, Sri Dwarika singh, but perusal 

of case record reveals that he has not been cross examined by the defendant side 

and hence his evidence is not considered as plaintiff has failed to bring the said 

witness for cross examination. The defendant has examined 3 (three) witnesses and 

exhibited three numbers of documents. 

 

DISUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECISION 

 

Issue No. (i) : Whether there is a cause of action of this suit? 

 

8. PW1, Sri Ram Chandra Verma who is the plaintiff himself has averred in his 

evidence in affidavit as well as in the plaint stated that a written agreement to 

sell (Ext.1) was entered into by original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since 

deceased ) and defendant no.2 for sale of the suit land  in his favour, on 

consideration of Rs.1,90,000/- and the defendant no.1 has admitted the same in 

his written statement. Cause of action is not defined anywhere but in Mayar 

(H.K) Ltd V. Owners & Parties, Vessel M.V. Fortune Express, AIR 2006 

SC 1828 , it  has been observed that : “ A cause of action is a bundle of facts 

which are required  to be proved for obtaining relief and for the said purpose, the 

material facts are required to be stated but not the evidence except in certain 

cases where the pleadings relied on are in regard to misrepresentation, fraud, 

wilful default, undue influence or of the same nature. So long as the plaint 

discloses some cause of action which requires determination by the court, mere 

fact that in the opinion of the Judge of the plaintiff may not succeed can not be a 

ground for rejection of the plaint.” The perusal of the plaint shows that plaintiff 

claims that he has entered into a agreement to sale with original defendant no.1 

Gunaram Gorh (since deceased)and defendant no.2.The contents of the plaint if 

remains unrebutted would entitle the plaintiff to a decree as prayed for.Hence, 
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the plaint discloses a cause of action in the suit. The issue is decided in the 

affirmative in favour of the plaintiff. 

 

Issue No. (ii) : Whether the plaintiff has been in physical possession of 

the suit land since last 15 years with due knowledge and consent of the 

defendant No. 1 and 2?       

                                                                  

9. PW1 Sri Ram Chandra Verma in his evidence in affidavit stated that he has been 

in continuous physical possession and occupation of a plot of land measuring 2B-

1K-18Ls covered under Dag No.672 appertaining to periodic patta No.82 situated 

at Lesenga Bangali Gaon, Mouza Hapjan within Doomdooma Revenue circle 

which is the suit land for last more than 17 years with due consent and 

knowledge and without any objection from its lawful owners i.e. original 

defendant No.1 Gunaram gorh (since deceased) and defendant No.2 and that he 

had paid land revenue for the suit land from 1987 to 1988 for an on behalf of 

original defendant No.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) and defendant No.2 

Durga Gorh and he has also constructed a Kutcha house thereon with his own 

expense. However, PW1 in his evidence in affidavit stated nowhere how he came 

in possession of the suit land, but only stated that he has been in continuous 

physical possession and occupation of the suit land for more than 15 years with 

consent of its lawful owners. However, during cross examination, PW1 stated 

that the suit land was occupied for paddy cultivation on condition of share of 

paddy and during his cross examination he stated that there was no any written 

document handed over to him by original defendant no.1 sri Gunaram Gorh 

(since deceased) and defendant no.2, but rather as per their verbal 

understanding plaintiff was allowed to cultivate the suit land on condition of 

share in paddy. So from the evidence of PW1 it is clear that he was allowed to 

cultivate the suit land by given share in paddy to both original defendant No.1 

Sri.Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) and defendant No.2 Durga Gorh. Learned 

counsel for the plaintiff during his argument submitted that defendant no.1 in his 

written statement admitted the fact that plaintiff was in continuous possession of 

the suit land. Learned counsel for the defendant no.3 submitted that the suit of 

the plaintiff is filed in collusion with defendant no.1 and hence, plaintiff has to 

prove the case on the scale of preponderance of probabilities. During cross 
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examination of plaintiff, PW1, he has stated that he has earlier given share of 

paddy to both the defendants and he shared paddy to the original defendant 

no.1 (since deceased) and lastly gave in January, 2007. From the evidence of 

PW1, it is evident that PW1 as per his own evidence in cross examination, after 

January, 2007 has not given any share of paddy to the original owners and 

hence his lawful continuous possession till the date of the filing of the suit 

becomes doubtful. Moreover during cross examination of DW1, Sri Samaru Gorh 

stated that he is in possession from 2008. It is also pertinent to mention that in 

the evidence in affidavit the plaintiff stated that he has paid land revenue of the 

suit land from 1987 to 1998 for and behalf of the original owners, but perusal of 

cross examination of PW1 shows that he himself stated that exhibit-3, which is 

the land revenue payment receipt dated 02/11/1998, that exhibit-3 bears the 

name of Durga Gorh and his name is not there. Perusal of Exhibit 3 reflects that 

it is in the name of defendant no. 2, Sri Durga Gorh and others. Hence, plaintiff 

has failed to prove that he is in continuous physical possession of the suit land. 

Moreover, plaintiff in his pleadings as well as evidence in affidavit, PW1 stated 

that the suit land is the only source of livelihood of the plaintiff and his family, 

but in his evidence in affidavit, he has stated his occupation as business. In the 

written statement of defendant No. 3 he had alleged that plaintiff is not a true 

cultivator but a vegetable vendor running shop at Makum Sunday hat. It is also 

pertinent to note that during cross examination of PW3, Ramashish Verma, who 

is the brother of plaintiff, he also stated that plaintiff has a rental shop at Daily 

Bazar, Makum for the last 10/12 years and DW3 Sri Abdul Jalil also during his 

cross examination stated that plaintiff has been selling vegetables for the last 

15/20 years, but also stated that he is a cultivator. Hence this issue is decided in 

negative and against the plaintiff. 

 

Issue No. (iii) : Whether on 31/05/2010 the defendant No. 1 and 2 

entered into an agreement to sell the suit land mentioned in the plaint 

with the plaintiff on consideration of Rs. 1,90,000/-? 

Issue No. (iv) : Whether the defendant No. 1 and 2 received the 

amount of Rs. 1,00,000/- on 31/05/2010 and Rs. 50,000/- on 

08/04/2011 towards the part payment of the price of the suit land 

from the plaintiff? 
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10. Both the issues are decided together for convenience and brevity. Plaintiff has 

claimed that the agreement to sale, Exhibit 1 is executed on 31/05/2010 between 

original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased ) and defendant no.2 for 

sale of the suit land  in his favour, on consideration of Rs.1,90,000/- and on that 

day plaintiff had paid a sum of Rs. 1,00,000 to both of them. Learned Counsel for 

p[lintiff submitted that original defendant No. 1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased ) 

had admitted the same in his written statement and that defendant No. 3 had 

also specifically admitted the same in his cross examination, but perusal of the 

cross examination of DW1, i.e. Sri Samaru Garh reveals that he has not admitted 

the execution of Exhibit 1 but rather stated that he has no knowledge regarding 

the same. However, original defendant No. 1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased )  

has admitted the execution of Exhibit 1 and his legal heirs did not turn up to 

contest the suit after being impleaded. I must point out that the burden of proof 

is upon the plaintiff. The civil law jurisprudence further demands that the initial 

onus to create the preponderance of probability is also upon the plaintiff. In that 

view of the matter, let me now read the evidence to determine whether the 

preponderance of probability is created or not.  

11. Close scrutiny of Exhibit 1 shows that it is executed on 31/05/2010, but although 

plaintiff in his pleadings stated that Exhibit 1 was executed on 31/05/2010, but in 

his evidence in affidavit, para no. 10 stated the day of execution of Ext. 1 as 

31/05/2011 and that on that day he paid advance money in addition to a sum of 

Rs. 50,000/-. Learned counsel for defendant No. 3 on this point raised argument 

that as the plaintiff himself is stating different dates, it creates doubt in 

authenticity of Exhibit 1. I have carefully perused Exhibit 1 and also gone thrugh 

the evidence of PW1, PW2 and PW3. Exhibit 1 is the agreement to sale and 

Exhibit 2 is money receipt dated 08/04/2019 regarding taking of earnest money 

of Rs. 50,000/-. Now, perusal of Exhibit 1 shows that there are two witnesses to 

Exhibit 1, one appears to be one Sri Rajiv Kr. Verma and the other appears to be 

Sri Suresh Sharma. It is pertinent to mention here that PW1 who is the plaintiff in 

his cross examination stated that PW2 and PW3 were witnesses, but actually 

Exhibit 1 does not reflect the name of PW3, Sri Ramashish as a witness. It is 

interesting to note that PW3, Sri Ramashish, also in his cross examination first 

stated that he alongwith PW2 are witnesses to  Exhibit 1, but later makes a 

contradictory statement that he is not a witness.  
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12. Hence, evidence of PW1 and PW3 have been shaken during cross examination 

and hence their testimony cannot be said to be unblemished. The plaintiff had 

failed to satisfy the initial burden of proof that a a written agreement to sell 

(Ext.1) was entered into by original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since 

deceased) and defendant no.2 for sale of the suit land  in his favour, on 

consideration of Rs.1,90,000/- and the defendant no.1 has admitted the same in 

his written statement. Learned Counsel for plaintiff submitted that per the 

provisions of Section 49 of the Registration Act, 1908 and as amended, 

Unregistered document affecting immovable property and required by 

Registration Act or by Transfer of Property Act to be registered may be accepted 

as evidence of a contract in a suit for Specific Performance under chapter II of 

the Specific Relief Act or as evidence of collateral transaction and also that it has 

been held that specific performance can be claimed on an oral agreement also 

and is permissible in law. 

13. It is the burden of the plaintiff to prove his case and prove that Exhibit 1 was 

executed, but plaintiff has not been able to prove the execution of Exhibit 1. 

Another important fact that has come to the notice of the court is that PW2, Sri 

Rajiv Verma stated that he is a witness to exhibit 1 and exhibit 2, but perusal of 

exhibit 1 and 2 shows that the signature has been made as Rajiv Kr. Verma, but 

the name of the witness as PW2 has been filed as Rajiv Verma and it is apparent 

from the evidence adduced by PW2 that in his entire cross examination he has 

signed as Rajiv Verma and both signatures are different and there is nothing on 

record to prove that both Rajiv Verma and Rajiv Kr Verma are same and one 

person and both signatures are done by one person. Hence, plaintiff has not 

been able to prove exhibit 1 and 2. Moreover, as already discussed, exhibit 3 

does not bear his name and nothing on record is seen to prove that land revenue 

for period of 1987 to 1998 is paid by him. Hence, issue No. III and IV are 

decided in negative and against the plaintiff. 

  

 

Issue No. (v) : Whether the defendant No. 1 and 2 sold the suit land to the 

defendant No. 3 vide registered sale deed No. 1066 of 2010 dated 

02/09/2010 during the subsistence of the agreement to sell the suit land 

to the plaintiff? 
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Issue No. (iv) : Whether the sale deed No. 1066 of 2010 dated 

02/09/2010 executed by the defendant No. 1 and 2 in favour of the 

defendant No. 3 is fraudulent, collusive, not enforceable in law and liable 

to cancelled? 

 

Issue No. (vii) : Whether the mutation in the revenue record dated 

30/11/2010 of the Circle Officer, Doom Dooma revenue circle in 

pursuance to sale deed No. 1066 of 2010 dated 02/09/2010 is void, not 

enforceable and liable to be cancelled? 

14.  All the points are decided together for brevity and convenience. The 

PW 1 in his pleadings and evidence stated that the Exhibit A, which is registered 

deed of sale no. 1066 of 2010 is void and liable to be cancelled. The DW1 in his 

evidence stated that by virtue of a registered deed of sale no. 1066 of 2010 of 

Tinsukia Sub-Registry he has duly purchased the suit land at a consideration of 

Rs.1,20,000/- from original defendant no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased) and 

defendant no.2. DW1 also contended that after obtaining necessary sale 

permission from the Office of the Deputy Commissioner, Tinsukia and then after 

coming into possession of the suit land got the land duly mutated and corrected 

in the revenue records and thereby paying land revenue on 08/12/2010 for the 

period of 2010-11.DW 2, Abdul Jalil and DW 3 deposed that they are attesting 

witness to Exhibit A. I have perused Exhibit B which shows that suit land is 

mutated in the name of Defendant No. 3 and Exhibit C shows that he is paying 

land revenue for the year 2011-2012. Section 114(e) of Indian Evidence Act 

raises the rebuttal presumpyion in favour of execution of sale deed. The 

registered sale deed has been executed as per the provisions of Transfer of 

Property Act and is a valid document. Neither the plaintiff nor original defendant 

no.1 Gunaram Gorh (since deceased)has been able to prove that the signatures 

have been forged by defendant No. 3 in execution of Exhibit A. The plaintiff did 

not show any ground to declare registered deed of sale no. 1066 of 2010 of 

Tinsukia Sub-Registry as null and void. Hence, these issues are decided in 

negative and against the plaintiff. 

 

Issue No. (viii) : Whether the plaintiff is entitled to get the decree as 

prayed for? 

Issue No. (ix) : What are the relief(s) the parties are entitled to? 
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15.  Both the issues are decided together for convenience and brevity. In view of 

aforesaid discussion and findings, and as vital issue no. ii, iii, iv, v, vi, and vii are 

decided in negative, hence, I am of the opinion that plaintiff is not entitled to the 

relief (s) as prayed for and these issues are accordingly decided in the negative 

and in against the plaintiff.  

 

ORDER 

 

After hearing the argument of Learned Counsel for both sides 

and considering the materials on record, I am of the considered opinion that the 

plaintiff has not been able to successfully proved his case on the scale of 

preponderance of probabilities in his favour.  

 

    In the result, the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed on contest 

without cost.  

Prepare a decree accordingly. 

 

The judgment is pronounced in open court, which is given under my hand 

and seal of the Court on this the 25th day of October, 2019. 

 

 

 

 

MUNSIFF NO. 1, TINSUKIA 
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APPENDIX 

PLAINTIFF WITNESSES:  

 PW-1:  Sri Ram Chandra Verma 

PW-2: Sri Rajiv Verma 

PW-3: Sri Ramashish Verma 

DEFENDANTS WITNESSES:  

DW-1: Sri Samaru Gorh 

DW-2: Sri Abdul Jolil 

DW-3: Sri Raj Charan Paswan (Prasad) 

 

PLAINTIFF EXHIBITS: 

Exhibit No. 1: Is the Agreement for Sale executed by defendant No. 1 and 2 in my 

favour in respect of the Suit Land on 31/05/2010  

. 

Exhibit No.2: Is the Money receipt dated 08/04/2011 of Rs. 50,000/- (Rupees fifty 

thousand) only of the advance amount taken by the defendant No. 1 and 2  

 

Exhibit No.3: Is the land revenue payment receipt of the suit land paid for the year 

1987 to 1998 

. 

Exhibit No.4: Is the Deed of sale being No. 1066 of 2010. 

 

Exhibit No.5: Is the Jamabandi of Surveyed villages of Periodic Patta No. 82 of 

Lessenga Bengali Gaon of hapjan Mouza. 

 

Exhibit No.6: Is the notice to admit fact given by my lawyer to the lawyers of 

defendant No. 1 and 3  
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Exhibit No. 7: Is the notice to admit documents given by my lawyer to the lawyers of 

defendant No. 1 and 3  

 

 

DEFENDANTS EXHIBITS: 

Exhibit A: Is the Deed of Sale No. 1066 of 2010 

 

Exhibit B: Is the certified copy of jamabandi of periodic patta No. 82 containing 

names and notes of the defendant Nos 3 therein being the recorded pattadar. 

 

Exhibit C: Is the land revenue paying receipt dated 01/12/2011 for the period 2011-

2012. 
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